Abslrnci The dynamics of phase separation in binary systems mntaining Surfactants is investigated by means of a timedependent Ginzburg-Landau model. The Langevin equations for two a l a r fields are solved numerically in two spatial dimensions. One of Uiae fields is the order parameter representing the local difference in the concentrations of tlie two phase-separating mmponents and the second is die local surfactant mncenvation. Different conservation laws of the fields, which represent different models for Uie dynamics of phase separation, are investigated. In all models, the average domain size for intermediate to late times is characterized by anomalously slow dynamics caused by tlie accumulation of surfactants at the interfaces and by the mncomilant decrease in the driving force. Although all models exhibit similar slow growth, the domain stmcture is found to depend strongly on the nature of the conservation law. Indeed, the smcture factor exhibits a peak at k > 0 when the order parameter is mnsewed. whereas the peak is found to lie at k = 0 if the order parameter is not consewed. Fmally, dynamical a l i n g in both real-and Fourier-space mrrelation functions for the order parameter b found during the intermediate lime regime.
Introduction
?ernary mixtures containing surfactants exhibit a considerable number of fascinating microstructures such as emulsions, microemulsions, colloids and foams [l, 21. This is due to the fact that the head of a surfactant molecule interacts attractively with one component of the mixture while the tail also has an attractive interaction with a second component. The surfactants can therefore stabilize mixtures of two otherwise immiscible components by the formation of interfaces composed of surfactant films. Amphiphiles are typical surfactants: these molecules have hydrophilic polar heads and hydrophobic tails and can therefore form emulsions, microemulsions and colloids when mixed with water and oil, and foams when spread on an air-water interface. The structure of microemulsions can be described in terms of microdomains of a few hundred hgstroms correfated over short distances and separated by thin surfactant monolayers. When the concentrations of water and oil are comparable, these domains have a bicontinuous structure. The short-range order is manifested by a broad peak in the water-water scattering intensity at a non-zero value of the wave vector [3-51. The position of this peak shifts towards larger values of the wave number as the concentration of surfactants increases, implying a decrease in the average domain size [3]. For unequal concentrations of water and oil, microemulsions are often composed of droplets of the minority component. A-B diblock copolymers also act like surfactants when mixed with a blend of A and B homopolymers and they can M Luraciji et a1 therefore produce stable phases [G, 7. The phase equilibria of systems containing surfactants has been examined in many experimental and theoretical studies and some of the latter are based on microscopic or coarse-grained theories [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this work we study the dynamics of microphase separation in ternary mixtures containing surfactants. 'Ib this purpose we first give a summary of the dynamics of phase separation in binary alloys and fluids, which is reasonably well understood [13] . When binary systems are critically quenched from a high-temperature disordered state to a state inside the unstable coexistence region of the phase diagram, they evolve towards equilibrium via the formation of domains. This domain structure coarsens during intermediate to late times until complete phase separation takes place. The average domain size at late times obeys an algebraic growth law, R( t ) -t", which has been observed in experiments and numerical studies of the Ising model and related models [14-161. The numerical wlue of n depends on a few physical constraints such as the presence or absence of conservation laws. In binary systems, the dynamics of phase separation is governed by the minimization of the surlace energy of the domains. The driving force of the dynamics is proportional to the local curvature of domain walls in thc case where the order parameter is non-conserved.
When surfactants are present in the binary mixture, the nature of the dynamics can change. This is because surfactants are interfacially active molecules and their solubility in water-or oil-rich regions is usually very low. They therefore diffuse towards the interfaces where they can simultaneously interact with water and oil. Now, at early times, the domains are quite small. The average interfacial surfactant concentration is also small, implying a relatively large driving force and then a fast coarsening of the domains. However, the interfacial concentration of surfactants increases with increasing time since this helps to screen the interaction between water and oil molecules, thus reducing interfacial free energy. As a result thc local interfacial tension between water and oil regions decreases which then leads to a decrease in the driving force. The domain growth will firstly slow down and finally cease when the effective interfacial tension between the domains vanishes, corresponding to microphase separation. Slowing down in domain growth has been observed in systems with quenched impurities [17, IS] or random fields and in spin glasses [22] . In these systems the impurities pin the interfaces, thereby limiting the growth to logarithmically slow activated processes. Furthermore, the interfacial tension in these systems can be vanishingly small, leading to disordered equilibrium states as found for thc twodimensional random field Ising model [23]. However, our surfactants cannot be regarded as quenched impurities since they are mobile and can diffuse rapidly, and so the phenomena, while related, have important differences.
Here we investigate the dynamics of phase separation for a binary mixture containing a small surfactant concentration using a Ginzburg-Landau model based on two local fields as described in section 2 The first field is the order parameter of the system which represents the local difference in the concentrations of the two immiscible components and the second describes the local surfactant concentration. l b o coupled Langevin equations for the space and time dependence of the two fields are then derived from the free energy functional and are solved numerically by iteration on two-dimensional grids over long periods of time. 
Model and methods
In this section we introduce the two-field Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional discussed above. S i n c e water and oil are immiscible fluids, their equilibrium behaviour can be described by +4 theory, where the order parameter, +(z), represents the difference in the local concentrations of the two components. The where the thermal noise for both fields satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation relation (q(z,t)q(z',t')) = 2 T M 6 ( 2 -~' ) 6 ( 1 -t').
(4)
Here the Boltzmann constant has been set to unity, T is the temperature and the kinetic coefficients M,, and M, depend on the conservation laws and will be discussed M Larudji et ui later. Note that the model of (2) ' RI study the effects of surfactants on phase separation, (1) needs to be modified such that p are preferentially located at the interfaces. The detailed interaction of the surfactants with water and oil molecules, and their tendency to be adsorbed at interfaces, ie., in regions with high gradients in $, is described to lowest order by the following term to be added to (1) where s is a positive constant. The physical properties of colloidal dispersions and emulsions are usually described in terms of a more complicated form of the frecenerm functional [12], but our main concern is to study the dynamics of microphase separation induced by the presence of surfactants for the simplest possible model. We will show that the addition of (5) to (1) causes the interfacial tension between unlike domains 10 vanish at very late times for non-zero concentrations of surfactants thereby inhibiting complete phase separation.
From (1) and (9, we can rewrite (2) and (3) 
at (7)
Following Halperin et uf (241, we study the Langevin equations of (6) and (7) for models A, B, C and D, which are defined by the presence or the absence of conservation laws. Both kinetic coe%cients, M, and M,, are constants for model A, implying the absence of conservation laws for both fields. For model B, $ is conserved by taking M + o ( -V2, but p is not conserved. For model C, $ is not conserved but p is conserved so that MF c ( -Vz. Finally, in model D, both fields are conserved. The last model corresponds to the usual experimental situation for colloidal dispersions since the concentrations of the rarious components are generally conserved. However, the other three models are useful for the study of the effect of conservation laws on dynamics. Model C, for example, can te used to describe the dynamics of a water-vapour interface occupied by surfactants. It should be noted that, in the absence of surfactants s = 0, a temperature quench is followed by algebraic growth with the exponent n = 1/2 for models A and C, while n = 1/3 for models B and
D.
Equations (7) and (8) are solved numerically on two-dimensional grids using Euler's method and a finite difference technique. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in order to reduce finite size effects. However, it is important to note that the real dynamics of water and oil containing surfactants is not completely described by these two equations, since such systems are fluids and, therefore, hydrodynamic effects are expected to play some role. Our assumption is therefore valid only if the velocity field is overdamped. Binary mixtures of A and B homopolymers containing A-B diblock copolymers would therefore be good candidates for model D due to the low diffusion of polymers. Moreover, since we only study the two-dimensional case, which could well correspond to the case of a water-oil mixture containing a small amount of surfactant constrained between two plates separated by a very small distance, the convective mode is usually overdamped due to &iction between the fluid and the plates.
The sample used in these simulations is a 128 x 128 square grid with a spatil mesh size of A z = 0.7. A large number of independent runs (usually more than 50) was made for all simulations. The values of parameters used in our simulations were c = 114, r = 112, U = 114, g = 512, a = 114 and s = 114, though the results are not sensitive to this particular choice. It is important to note that chemical potentials become ineffective in (6) and (7) and its Fourier transforms, Le., the structure factor The same definitions hold for the p field. The wave number, k, is defined as follows: 
Results and discussion
We first show results for model D when both fields are conserved. A time mesh size AT = 0.02 was chosen for this case and it was found that smaller spatial or time mesh sizes gave essentially the same results. The kinetic coefficients for both fields were set to 1 /2. The final configurations found after 100 OOO iterations are shown in figure 1 . The surfactant concentrations investigated were p,, = 0.1, 0.15, 0.17 and 0.2. The left column of figure 1 shows snapshots giving the spatial dependence of the order parameter, $, and the right column displays the spatial distribution of the local surfactant concentration, p. It is clear from figure 1 that the surfactants accumulate at the interfaces where they form thin layers, as expected from (5). The profile of the two fields along one axis is displayed in figure 2. Figures 1 and 2 show that the value of the p field is extremely small in the bulk due to the fourth and fifth terms in the free-energy functional of (1). In contrast, the profile has strong arrow peak at the interface. This implies that the system reaches a state in which the presence of order parameter gradients at the interfaces kas no significant cost in free energy. The average domain size, R ( t ) , was calculated from the circularly averaged StlUC ture factor using (11) and is shown in figure 3 as a function of time for several values of the average surfactant concentration, p,,. We observed fast transient behaviour at wrly times followed by slow dynamics, this being more pronounced for large values of p,, and late times. R ( t ) is displayed as a function of In t in figure 4. The observation that the domain growth is relatively fast at early times can be understood as follows. At these times, R( t ) is quite small, and therefore the proportion of interface is very large. This implies that the average concentration of surfactants at the interfaces is small and consequently that the interfacial tension is large leading to a strong driving force. Figure 4 shows that the time dependence of R(1) at intermediate times is not a power law but is possibly logarithmic. The reason for such a slow growth is that the surfactants accumulate at the interfaces causing a considerable reduction in the interfacial tension and hence in the driving force. Microscopically, this occurs when the surfactants screen the two-body interactions between water and oil molecules. The domain growth finally becomes slower than logarithmic at later times, when the domain size approaches saturation and the interfacial tension tends to zero.
In model C, the local surfactant concentration, p , is conserved, but the order parameter ~, 6 is not In this case, the mobility of the order parameter and the kinetic coefficient of the p field were both given values of 1/2 and the size of the time mesh, AT, was taken to be 0.002. Figure 5 gives the final configurations for three surfactant concentrations p,, = 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. This figure shows that R ( t ) decreases as the surfactant concentration increases and that surfactants accumulate at the interfaces as found for model D. However, the interconnected domains are structured differently from model D: they appear to be less correlated and to have a structure similar to that observed for the kinetic Ising model. This is due to the non-conservation of the order parameter, and will be discussed below in terms of the behaviour of the relevant structure factor. We also calculated R ( t ) for model C from the second moment of the structure factor. This is shown in figure 6 for pa = 0.17. A relatively fast powth at early times, followed by extremely slow dynamics at late times is again observed. Similar behaviour was found for model A where neither the order parameter nor the local surfactant concentration is conserved and the surfactant concentration is controlled by a chemical potential (see (7) ). The structure factor is the Fourier transform of the pair-correlation function, and is directly proportional to the scattering intensity, which can be measured experimentally by neutron scattering in bicontinuous microemulsions. Figure 9 gives the time evoIution of the structure factor for model D when pa = 0.17. This figure shows that the structure factor calculated at early times exhibits a small peak at large wave numbers, indicating the Occurrence of correlated fluctuations in the order parameter with a length scale equal to the inverse of the maximum wave number
The height Fkum 4 As in figure 3. but here R(t) is plotted versus h t.
of the peak increases with increasing time, but k , ,
decreases implying a coarsening of thc domain structure. At late times the peak hardly changes: this corresponds to a large interfacial concentration of surfactants. Figure 9 also shows that the structure factor becomes zero for k = 0 since the order parameter is conserved. The same behaviour is observed for model B for which the order parameter is conserved and the p field is not. The presence of a peak in the structure factor originates from the decaying oscillations in the pair correlation function due to correlation between domains as seen in figure 1 . Figure 10 gives the structure factors for model D corresponding to the final configurations for several surfactant concentrations. This figure shows that the height of the peak decreases and its position increases with increasing surfactant concentration due to the corresponding decrease in average domain size. Finally, we have checked are correlated with a length scale given by half the correlation length between water domains or between oil domains. Binary systems undergoing phase separation often exhibit self-similar behaviour which is reflected in the dynamic scaling of the pair correlation function and the corresponding structure factor [lS, 161. This occurs at late times when the average domain size, R ( t ) , becomes the only relevant length scale. Wr ternary systems containing surfactants, we have shown that R ( t ) saturates at late times, implying that the width of the interface is not infinitely small compared with R(t). However, since the interfacial width is still much smaller than R(i), it is reasonable to make the usual scaling ansa&. This allows us to write the correlation function and the structure factor corresponding to the order parameter as follows where the scaled wave number x = k R ( t ) , and d is the dimension of the system. Figure 11 shows the scaled pair correlation function in the case of model D and the scaled structure factor is shown in figure 12 .
For models A and C, the structure factor corresponding to the order parameter exhibits a peak at k = 0. This implies that, although the domains are not correlated in the same way as found for model D, they can still be characterized in terms of an average size. Figure 13 gives the scaled structure factor corresponding to model C and good scaling is again observed.
While non-zero values of po lead to the slow dynamics mentioned above, we obtain a t 1 I 3 growth law for po = 0 for conserved order parameters as found for spinodal decomposition [lS, 161. A crossover between the two distinct behaviours is therefore expected. We also expect the equilibrium domain size to be proportional to I / p , as observed in bicontinuous microemulsions [IO] , since the surfactants mostly accumulate at the interfaces. This implies that the total length of the interfaces is proportional to po. These considerations suggest the following crossover scaling R ( t ) t 4 / 3 = f ( p 3 t ) . The function f ( 7 ) is equal to a constant for r = 0 and is proportional to for largc 7. Our data for po ranging from 0.15 to 0.20 are consistent with this crossover form, as shown in figure 14. However, a detailed confirmation of this crossover form needs more data for smaller values of po.
Conclusion
In this work, a Ginzburg-Landau model based on lwo local fields was used to examine the dynamics of microphase separation for a ternary mixture of two phase-separating componenrs containing surfactants. Following Halperin d a1 1241, we examined models A, B, C and D corresponding to the four possible conselvation laws for the two local fields of the model, while emphasizing model D where both order parameters are conserved. The domain gowth was studied by monitoring the correlation function and the structure factor. We observed slow logarithmic-like dynamics at intermediate times for all models for non-zero values of the surfactant concentration. The slow dynamics was attributed to the accumulation of surfactants at the interfaces after their migration from the bulk This drastically reduced the interfacial tension and thus the driving force. The average domain size was observed to decrease as the surfactant concentration increased. A self-similar behaviour was found from dynamic scaling of the correlation function and from the structure factor at intermediate times. Although the average domain size remained finite, it was found to be much larger than the width of interfaces and therefore was taken as the dominant length scale. Recently, Yao and Laradji [29] developed a theory for the dynamics of phase separation in the presence of surfactants when the concentration of water and oil are quite different and found similar results.
Our results are in qualitative agreement with the recent simulations of Kawakatsu and Kawasaki [30] on a hybnd model where water and oil are treated in a coarsegrained manner, whereas surfactants are treated microscopically using Newtonian laws; they also found slowing down in the domain growth. Finally, we do not expect our results to be qualitatively different in three dimensions, Le., we expect approximate scaling and anomalously slow growth to be general features of the dynamics. This conjecture is in the process of being tested.
